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Looking at the chart above, Alfredo Altenwerth may benefit from Guided Reading Mode on

CommonLit and other scaffolded instruction, assuming these results align with data from

classroom assignments. High performers, such as Shantell McLaughlin, may benefit from

enrichment activities on CommonLit such as related media and discussion questions to

further text-to-world connections.

Review the Student Performance Groups for a high-level overview of your students'

performance. 

CommonLit reports students' scores on a scale that runs from 150-250, with higher

scores indicating higher student performance. Scaled scores are a performance

measure that factors in students’ performance and the difficulty of the assessment. 

Students in the "Very Low" and "Low" performance groups may need additional support to be

successful. Students in the "High" performance group may need enrichment activities to stay

engaged.

Students' scaled scores are translated into percentile rankings, which show how they

performed relative to other CommonLit students taking the same assessment, and these

percentiles are used to determine their performance groups.
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Understand how your class compares to other students nationally across all

CommonLit partner schools. 

In the chart below, at the high end of the scale, the bars for this class are higher

than the bars for all 10th graders nationally, suggesting this class performed above

other grade-level students across CommonLit.

In the chart above, student performance continues to be broken into four

performance groups: very low performers (red), low performers (orange),

medium performers (yellow), and high performers (green). Consider whether

students are near the cutoff of a performance group when making instructional

decisions. Sometimes performance groups will change in the middle of a 10-point

range, as shown above between low and medium performers with scores

between 200-209. Depending on the needs of your classroom, you might end up

deciding to group these students together for differentiated instruction. 

Review where your students sit within the performance groups.
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You can view class and student performance

on every individual question. Note: For test
security, there are no provided answers keys.

Examine individual student performance according to scaled scores.
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Finally, review the grouped standards data to understand trends. 

We recommend you confirm any trends you notice in assessment standards data by

checking your formative standards data on Student Performance data pages. 

Sort by scaled scores to understand

the relative ranking of students in

the class. On the Post-Assessment,

consider celebrating students who

have moved up in scaled scores

relative to the rest of the class.

Carefully track students who have

moved down.
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If many students did poorly on

Interaction of Ideas, you could

use the CommonLit Library

filters to search by standard and

find a supplemental text to

practice this standard further.

As you review, ask yourself: What specific

skill might students be struggling with or

what common misunderstanding could

students have about the passage or question?

Download the Question Review report for item-level review. 

If you have more questions about interpreting your Assessment Series data, check out our 
Assessment Series Score Interpretation FAQs Guide or contact help@commonlit.org!

https://support.commonlit.org/hc/en-us/articles/4403701756699

